


Found at One Pall Mall, 
Bardo St James' is a high-end Italian restaurant which comprises a stunning

large space with a walk-in wine cellar boasting an extensive selection of 
 fine wines,  a private dining room, a private lounge and a  marble bar for

guests to perch at.
 

The interiors  are elegant , featuring polished marble countertops and
striking  furnishings sourced from Italy. The venue’s main feature is the
beautiful stage which hosts live music every evening, ensuring a side of

entertainment with your meal.
 

 The kitchen is headed up by the Executive Chef Graziano Bonacina who
has designed a seasonally evolving menu of sophisticated Italian dishes. 

 
Bardo St James's is an incredible versatile space with rooms  that can be

adapted to meet specific event requirements.
 

Centrally located, it makes an ideal venue for hosting  private and 
 corporate events  - be it for  just drinks at the bar, basic cocktail and
canapé receptions, or going all out on a full blown sit down dinner -

accommodating both large and small party sizes.





 

 

An elegant private dining room adjoins the restaurant, with a
window overlooking the live band stage.

Full- height with glazed doors and curtain which they can be
shut to offer total seclusion and privacy or can be left open for
guests to enjoy the vibrant atmosphere of the restaurant and

live music. 
Perfect for both, afternoon affairs and evening soirees with an

installed sound system. 

 
Dining : up to 16 people  

 

-Music / Speakers 
-Wi-Fi



Named after the legendary British footballer and banker Lord
Arthur Fitzgerald Kinnaird, this lounge is specially designed for

larger gatherings.  It can be the perfect set up, if you are looking for
an informal reception with canapés and drinks.

Boasting an instictive decor, a private bar and Dj booth, this Lounge
is the perfect land for your private event.

 

Dining : 
up to 30 people on round tables
   up to 22 on an Imperial table 

 

up to 100 people
 

-Dj Booth and equipment 
-Hi-fi Audio and PA system

- Soft and warm lighting system offering an adjustable brightness
levels and temperature colours for a unique vibe.  

-Wi-Fi 
- Private smoking area



Decorated and embellished with an elegant interior, the Bar
makes a great setting for an informal get-together. Whether you
are with friends, family or colleagues,  the Bar always  leaves a

great impression, serving up a delicious  snack menu, overlooking
the stage with live performances available throughout the evening.

Standing : up 50 people

-  Soft and warm lighting system offering an adjustable brightness
levels and temperature colours for a unique vibe. 

-Wi-Fi 
- Smoking area

 



Celebrating sophisticate glamour and style, the main dining's interior boasts
spectacular opulence, with plush velvet seating, draped curtains and ornamental
table lamps. Murano light fitting and a gold leaf art décor garnishing the dining

room to exude elegance and a cozy atmosphere. 
Depending on the numbers, the dining space can be arranged to accommodate

different seating plans as per group requirements from large party size to
exclusive hire events.

 Enhancing the intimate and seductive ambience is the live music performances,
buzzing every night and bringing back great classics with an Italian twist.   

 

Seating: up to 120 guests 
Standing: up to 300 guests 

 

-PA system 
-Music speakers 

-Live music stage with equipments
-Soft and warm lighting system offering an adjustable brightness levels and

temperature colours for a unique vibe.
- Wi-Fi

- Smoking area





We are proud to cater to all your events with a versatile selection of seasonal dishes offered

on our  extensive menus from canapé to bowl food,  as well as customised set menus; 

 served alongside an  impressive selection of drinks and wine to suit every occasion, budget

and taste.

A discretionary service charge

of 15% will be added to your bill. 

All prices include VAT.

 

We can source for:

- Media projectors and  LED / LCD screens

- Live Music, DJ, Lightening

- Flowers, Table Decoration, Place Cards

 

-Cloackroom 

-Wheelchair accessible

-Disabled access toilets

-Lift to all floors




